2000 s430 airmatic pump

Throughout the last twenty years, Mercedes-Benz equipped numerous vehicles in their lineup
with air-ride from the factory. This system, although complex, shouldn't be feared; it's broken
up into relatively easy-to-service components. Introduced on the W S-Class for the model year,
Mercedes-Benz began equipping various models throughout their lineup with an air-suspension
system dubbed "Airmatic". This system replaced the traditional coil-springs found on cars
leading up to this time with air-springs with electronic level control and adaptive damping at all
four corners. The combination of adaptive damping that adjusts based on road quality and
driving style in concert with air springs makes for an extremely comfortable ride. You might be
asking why you would want such a complex system in place of the much simpler coil-spring
setup. There are a number of reasons, some of which make it well worth it over the traditional
coil-spring suspension. This is the brain of the system. As an example, the module can use
braking torque or engine torque values to determine when to switch the damping valves and
reduce body roll. These adjustments can be performed in milliseconds, which is especially
helpful during emergency maneuvers. The Airmatic control module is located in the passenger
compartment right side footwell. You will need to pull back the carpeting to access it where it is
mounted on a plate. You wouldn't think it, but the instrument cluster plays a vital roll in the
Airmatic system. The cluster provides warnings for when the vehicle is too low as well as an
indicator that the vehicles is rising and current damping levels. This is your first sign when
something is wrong with the system. There are both manual and automatic means to adjust the
vehicle level. You can raise the vehicle mm market dependent using a switch near the shift
lever. There is a second switch that changes the drive modes of the vehicle. These are the three
modes discussed above: Comfort, Sport 1, and Sport 2. Sport 1 and Sport 2 lower the vehicle
15mm market dependant. The suspension is also adaptive and automatically switches the
damping profile to Sport 1 above mph. The compressor provides the system pressure for
raising the vehicle as well as a pressure relief valve for lowering it. The compressor relay is
responsible for starting and stopping the compressor. The compressor is located in the forward
portion of the front-left wheel well. The Airmatic fuse is located in the passenger compartment
right side footwell. You will need to pull back the carpeting and the plate that mounts the
suspension control module to access the fuse. The fuse is in position The levels sensors are
mounted on a bracket near the upper control arms on the front of the vehicle. Each sensor is
connected to a link rod attached directly to the upper control arm. The sensors produce a
voltage that the Airmatic Control Module translates to axle height. There is a single rear axle
level sensor located near the rear-left drive axle. Located at various points in the interior and
exterior of the vehicle. The sensors measure turn rate and lateral acceleration. Information from
these sensors are used to calculate vertical and horizontal acceleration. The front lateral
sensors are located on the strut tower just forward of the front air strut. This assembly
distributes air to each of the front struts and to the rear axle. It also has a direct connection to
the air compressor and has the pressure sensor for the system. The valve is easy to locate as
it's positioned directly next to the compressor. The main reservoir is a metal pressure vessel
that stores compressed air at bar and is used to level the vehicle. This tank is incorporated to
reduce the dependency on the air compressor and to reduce noise. The tank is most commonly
used to level the vehicle when the door or trunk is first opened. The main reservoir is easy to
locate and access. It's located in the right rear corner of the trunk. The air strut is an assembly
consisting of a monotube shock absorber with electromagnetic damping valves that change
setting based on commands from the suspension control module. An air spring assembly sits
on top of the strut and is responsible for height adjustment as well as air spring damping. The
air spring contains two chambers, one air chamber is used when a firm spring rate is needed
and both chambers are filled for a softer spring rate. Located in the rear of the vehicle, the air
springs consist of an electronically-controlled main cell and an additional reservoir. The springs
mount to the subframe and lower control arm. If you need to replace them, it requires the
subframe to be dropped if factory style air springs are going to be used. Out of all the
components in the system, this is one is the most prone to leaks. If moisture gets in the air
spring reservoir, the aluminum corrodes and becomes pitted where it is clamped to the rubber
hose, forming an incomplete seal. The way the air system is designed, there isn't a direct air line
connection between the valve block assembly and the individual rear air springs. The
distribution block sends pressure from a single connection at the valve block to individual lines
that go to each air spring. As this system was introduced nearly twenty-years ago now,
maintenance is becoming a must and you'll probably want to keep an eye out for the common
failures of the system. The Airmatic system on your Mercedes-Benz is user-friendly when it
comes to servicing it. While none of the tools listed below are strictly required, they are
extremely helpful to have when diagnosing or servicing the system. If you found this guide
helpful, have any questions or comments, or would like to see anything added, leave a comment

in the field below. This guide will be constantly updated as more information and opportunities
to document additional content becomes available. If you would like to view more
Mercedes-Benz content, you can visit our Mercedes hub at mercedes. This simple process
quickly removes the air for installation. What is a vacuum pump on a car and what does it do are
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bad, then your suspension will be stuck at whatever the inflation level was when the
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quality components Replaces the original air compressor of your car and equal the original
quality Please double confirm the compatibility as well as the OEM number before purchasing.
Instruction is not included. Professional installation is recommended. Skip to main content.
Consider these available items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be
back in stock. This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. What
other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Compare with similar items. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? Product Description. Signs that your air compressor needs to be replaced
include: air suspension systems makes use of a compressor that delivers air to the rubber bags
in order to take the chassis up off the axles. Vehicle riding lower than normal 2. Abnormal
noises during operation 3. Attention This Brand New after market air suspension compressor is
made of high quality components Replaces the original air compressor of your car and equal
the original quality Please double confirm the compatibility as well as the OEM number before
purchasing. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Easy fit. Verified
Purchase. Installed this unit on my E after the air suspension totally failed. Went down the
LONG list of possible causes for the car that had gone into permanent pancake mode. Started
by changing the pump solenoid, which made no difference. Checked all fuses. Checked the "Lift
and sport-mode switches" on the console. All fine. Finally bought and installed the pump.
Bench tested it before installation to make sure it ran and made pressure. No problem there. Got
everything in place, started the car and no rise, even in "lift" mode. Car sat for some time
eventually running out of battery power. Took battery out, charged it, reinstalled and decided to
reinstall original solenoid. As soon as I hooked up the battery I heard the pump kick on. Don't
know if the new solenoid was bad or if error codes were cleared when battery died. Bottom line:
pump works great and unlike what others have said it sounds exactly like the original Wabco.
Car can now sit any length of time in any setting with no sag. My issue was the sudden drop of
the back only air supports. I was sure that the air pump was the issue, as all four air struts had
been replaced at the costs of many thousands of dollars at the dealer. The pump is very heavy
and built like the original. Got the unit installed, put back together, and bam Turns out, the
second thing that my research said it could be, the rear level sensor, was the issue. The linkage
on mine had come loose from the cracking aged rubber that holds it on to a small ball joint. I
was able to push it on again for a quick fix, and that fixed it! Just replaced this unit on my
Mercedes E w, it's been over week and the unit works well haven't had any issues. Gave a 4 Star
because after purchased, realize needed a relay as well. Unfortunately didn't come with one,
however most other sell with a relay which was a bit lowered price too. Finally the unit is well
built but not happy with the steel cover, which will eventually rust in the future. Wish it had a
coating but you're buy a aftermarket unit.. After reading the other reviews, I decided to give it a
whirl. It showed up packed very neatly and looked exactly like the original. All of the plugs and

air lines fit perfectly. It mounted in just like the original one. It ran quietly on initial startup and
pressurized the suspension within seconds. The old girl lives a few more years on a budget.
Images in this review. One person found this helpful. Still working 13 months later. Appears to
be very high quality. And It is working great so far I bought the extended protection plan just in
case however Needed to replace the Airmatic Compressor, but couldn't bring myself to pay the
MB dealer pricing for something so easily fixed. The pump arrived in great condition and was
pleased that it is the updated style with the solid hose. Took about 15 minutes to swap the old
out with the new and was immediately up and running with no issues. Worked fine when it was
first installed Always go OEM. So far so good. The part fit like a glove and the car has been
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the Air Suspension Air Compressor? Skip to main content. Only 6 left in stock - order soon. Add
to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security
and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission.
Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of
purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No
additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full
refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate
company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon
in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Brand: SRKJ. This fits your. Frequently bought together.
Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different
sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Ships from and sold by SfloridaD.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. Compare with similar items. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This was replaced on S W Soo far
soo good and does it job. Only time will tell how long it lasts. Our orginal pump was going out
and kept blowing the fuse everytime it tried turning on. Replaced pump and now it is good. I
installed compressor on E - it would run for 2 minutes and not lift the suspension before it
would stop running. This compressor was a waste of money! One person found this helpful.
Working fine.. However, the compressor has a ridiculously loud vibration. I thought it was a flaw
in my installation. I used a piece of rubber on the top of t he pump to damper the vibration and it
still shakes the crap out of the front end. I will look for a better quality pump and throw this one
out. I got what I paid for Thank you. Crapped out on me in less than a week. No way to return
outside 30 days. Just by Wabco OEM. This is made in China. The pump Damaged and burned
within two months. This compressor kept running and running until that air output tube melted
and stopped working all together. Very unhappy with this purchase. Amazon says the return
window is closed. But I hope the company offers some kind of warranty. Also ot onl
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y lasted3 days and failed. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other
items: freightliner air compressor. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
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